nora® stairwell solutions
nora stairwell solutions –
the first choice for smart,
robust stairwells

Wherever you need a tough, low-maintenance and visually attractive floor covering, nora systems has the ideal solution. All our rubber floor coverings are extremely durable and keep their good looks far into the future.

To complement your design scheme, nora offers a wide range of attractive designs with a comprehensive choice of optional design elements or customisation for floor coverings as well as for stairs.

Depending on your needs, we provide two distinct stairwell solutions. For right-angled stairs, the one-piece norament® stairtreads are ideal. For other stairwells, your preferred nora floor covering can be pre-cut and combined with a stair nosing. Whichever option you choose, all our solutions are available with a full range of matching and contrasting accessories.
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norament stairtreads

The integrated one-piece norament stairtreads combine stair nosing, tread and riser as a single element. This gives you the performance properties you need along with ease of installation and low-cost maintenance.

Total versatility

norament stairtreads are suitable for use in all sorts of environments, from healthcare and education to social housing, public buildings and industrial applications. They are available with pastille, hammerblow and relief surfaces in a wide range of colours as well as matching accessories. Features such as strips in contrasting colours help to support accessibility for visually impaired people.

Integrated systems, tangible benefits

We offer a comprehensive package of flooring and accessories to suit any stairwell application, all from a single supplier. This ensures perfect compatibility.

Drawing on all our expertise in floor covering technology, norament stairtreads and accessories provide the functionality you require and have been designed for simple and fast installation. Thanks to our one-piece construction, the tread and riser can be installed at the same time using nora stepfix 240 double-sided tape.

Key benefits:

- One-piece stair solution for fast installation
- Highly flame retardant (acc. to EN 13501-1)
- No waiting time for glue to dry
- Immediate use after installation
- Ideal for heavy-traffic stairwell areas e.g. schools, hospitals, factories
- Easy to clean thanks to jointless installation
Complete compatibility

norament stairtreads integrate seamlessly with all other nora flooring solutions and can be cost-effectively installed in new builds and renovations alike. As required, they can also be equipped with a range of different signal or safety stripes to guide users or mark the edge of stairs.

As they are made from the same materials as the rest of our flooring solutions, it is easy to achieve an integrated look throughout the entire building.

Perfect for renovation projects

norament stairtreads are an excellent solution for renovation work as they can be used immediately after installation. This is especially relevant for hospitals and factories, where even planned downtime can result in major cost and service implications. The simplicity of the system also means that social housing renovations can be carried out with a minimum of disruption to residents.

Thanks to the efficiency of the one-piece design and installation technique, there is almost no downtime during flooring replacement.

Whatever the requirements of your stairwell project, norament stairtreads from nora systems give you all the functionality, flexibility and long-lasting good looks you need.
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norament stairtreads

Pre-shaped stair coverings consisting of stair nosing, riser and tread all in one piece for straight steps with a right-angled edge. For extremely heavy-traffic stairwell areas.

**Stairtread norament® 926**

One-coloured with classic round pastille. Improves footfall sound absorption by 12 dB.
Stairtread norament® 926 grano
Granular design rich in contrast with a hammerblow surface.
Improves footfall sound absorption by 12 dB.

Stairtread norament® 926 grano
Art. 926 grano/479 – width 1 285 mm
Art. 926 grano/468 – width 1 614 mm
Art. 926 grano/469 – width 2 004 mm
Stairtread norament® 926 satura
Tone-in-tone granular design with a hammerblow surface.
Improves footfall sound absorption by 12 dB.

Art. 926 satura/479 – width 1285 mm
Art. 926 satura/468 – width 1614 mm
Art. 926 satura/469 – width 2004 mm
Stairtread norament® 926 arago
Flat, direction-oriented relief structure with fine grain design and modern marbling. Improves footfall sound absorption by 12 dB.

Variations in colour and design, even within one production batch, define the product's aesthetic character.
norament stairtreads with
signal or safety stripes

norament stairtreads can be additionally equipped with
the following signal or safety stripes:

- Signal stripes, yellow, phosphorescent in accordance with DIN 67510, in a width of 2 cm,
  integrated into the tread area of the stair nosing.

- Signal stripes uni, in widths of 2, 3, 4 or 5 cm [5 cm only available for stairtread norament® 926
  arago or for stairtreads with hammerblow surface] in the colours 0122 light grey and 0895 signal
  yellow, integrated into the tread area. Also available in widths of 2 or 3 cm set into the vertical
  part of the stair nosing.

- Safety stripes ultra grip for increased slip resistance in widths of 2, 3, 4 or 5 cm [5 cm only
  available for stairtread norament® 926 arago or for stairtreads with hammerblow surface] in the
  colours 6029 yellow and 6014 grey, integrated into the tread area. Also available in widths of
  2 or 3 cm set into the vertical part of the stair nosing.

Signal and safety stripes in other widths and colours are available on request.
nora pre-cut flooring with stair nosings

All nora floor coverings can also be installed on stairs. In this case, the floor covering needs to be pre-cut to the individual dimension and installed with a matching stair nosing. This solution enables you to install high-quality floor coverings on any shape or design of stairwell, including spiral staircases. To complement the range, nora offers rubber and aluminium nosings and matching accessories for norament and noraplan® floor coverings.
Rubber stair nosing

nora rubber stair nosings are designed for different thicknesses of floor covering and can be laid on all types of stairs. They are made of rubber and are impact and shock resistant. The insertion lip helps to fix the pre-cut flooring in place and safely protects the cut edge.

As an option, stair nosings can also be equipped with signal and safety strips corresponding to the norament stairtreads.

Available in five standard lengths: 1.00/1.25/1.65/2.0/2.50 r.m.

Standard colours:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Colour Code</th>
<th>Colour Code</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>0702</td>
<td>0716</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0749</td>
<td>0884</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5301</td>
<td>5305</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5310</td>
<td>6179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Aluminium stair nosing

The aluminium stair nosing creates an elegant and discreet finish and is recommended for floor coverings with a thickness of 3.5 mm.
nora stair accessories

The nora accessory range is made of rubber matched to suit the respective norament and noraplan floor coverings. They can also be used in combination with other types of flooring. nora profiles are impact and shock resistant and do not shrink. They contain no phthalate plasticisers and retain their functional reliability for many years.

nora® stair angles

Create a smooth finish for right-angled stairs to the wall and banister side.

1. TW 7005 U
2. TW 7006 U
3. TG 7003 U
4. TG 7004 U

Delivery unit: pieces

nora® skirting and stringer profile

5. S 1008 U
6. A 5013 U

Delivery unit: rolls of 10 r.m.

Connection profile for nora® stair angles "TW"

Connection profile for nora® stair angles "TG"

nora® stair margin

For wall and banister side. Hammerblow surface with granular design.

Art. 819
600 mm x 100 mm. Thickness 10 mm. Supplied as: pieces

nora stepfix 240

Special roll-type dry adhesive

For quick installation of norament stair treads, stairwell installations with nora stair nosing T 5044 and nora stair margin.

A cost-effective and environmentally responsible innovation in adhesives. Suitable for new builds and renovation projects. Advantages: 3-5 times faster to install, odourless, can be walked on immediately, economical, environmentally friendly and reliable thanks to excellent bonding performance.

Art. 907
nora® skirting S 1008 U

~4.8 mm
~50 mm

nora® stair angles
TW 7006 U (Outer angle)

Wall side
With same cross-section as adjoining skirting S 1008 U

nora® stringer profile
A 5013 U

~8.2 mm
~33 mm

nora® stair angles
TG 7004 U (Outer angle)

nora® stair angles
TG 7003 U (Inner angle)

Banister side
With same cross-section as stringer A 5013 U

nora® stair angles
TG 7005 U (Inner angle)

nora® stair margin